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attention to classification models applied to a different computational domain. The paper is entitled ''Fault Detection in Hard Disk Drives Based on a Semi Parametric Model and Statistical Estimators''. This paper addresses the problem of fault detection on Hard Disk Drives (HDDs). The authors proposed the use of a Gaussian Mixture model to define the behavior of healthy HDDs. Then, based on this modeling, an anomaly can be detected when a statistical estimator computed over these dissimilarities exceeds a defined threshold. The proposed method, named fault detection of HDDs based on GMM and statistical estimators (FDGE), was compared to the state-of-the-art fault detection methods and achieved promising results.
The second paper, entitled ''Semantic Analysis for Identifying Security Concerns in Software Procurement Edicts'', is related to semantic analysis in text mining. More specifically, this work presents an Automated Analyst of Edicts tool, which aids the analysis of a document by the automatic identification of absent relationships between its sentences and concepts related to software security risks or weaknesses. The main contribution is the use of this tool in the multi-label classification domain. In the empirical analysis, the proposed tool was compared to some software security experts, using five of the OWASP Top 10 risks. As a result of this analysis, it could be observed that a specificity of over 80% was achieved when analyzing individual sentences for multiple risks, and a 90% negative prediction probability result was obtained when applied to specific risk-sentence relationships.
In contrast to the first the papers previously described, which fall within the context of supervised learning, the next paper proposes a new semi-supervised learning algorithm. Semi-supervised learning has become popular due to the growing availability of unlabeled data from different domains. The idea is to enhance data classification by the use of both labeled and unlabeled data. One wellknown semi-supervised learning algorithm is Co-training, which combines predictors based on multiple views of a data set. The paper ''Fast Co-MLM: An efficient semi-supervised Co-Training method based on the Minimal Learning Machine'', presents a Co-training variant which employs Minimal Learning Machines (MLM) as base predictors (Co-MLM). Due to the high computational cost of MLM in both training and prediction stages, the paper proposes some modifications into the original Co-MLM formulation. First, a recursive least squares formulation is used to estimate the distance-mapping matrix in the training step, whilst a fast Nearest Neighbor MLM algorithm is used in classification. Fast Co-MLM had similar predictive performance to Co-MLM, with a significant computational cost reduction. It also achieved results competitive to those of other co-training-based methods.
The last paper in this Special Issue, ''Centrality-based Group Profiling: A Comparative Study in Co-Authorship Networks'', deals with social network data analysis. Virtual social networks are noticeably a global phenomenon. Plenty of data is generated daily from these virtual interactions. One common analysis consists in the identification of communities of users in the networks, which correspond to groups of users that are densely connected. The presented paper addresses the relate problem of group profiling, in which the aim is to obtain descriptive profiles for the communities. They adopt a novel relational approach which takes advantage of the network structure, called Centrality-Based Group Profiling. The algorithm makes use of network centrality measures to select a set of nodes for the characterization. Their method was able to obtain good profiles for one co-authorship network while reducing the input data to be processed by the group-profiling algorithm.
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